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Before You Read 
1.  Skim the title and article to answer the following questions: 

a.  Read the title of this lesson “Price Wars and Their Causes”. What issues do you think the 
reading will discuss?

b.  Take a minute to skim the first 
and second paragraphs. What do 
you think the author’s aim is?

2.   Work in pairs or small groups. Draw 
from your experiences to answer the 
following questions: 

a.  Discuss why price wars are more 
common nowadays. List some of 
the pros and cons of launching or 
joining price wars. 

b.  Think of two brands or companies 
that are or recently have been 
fighting each other in a price war. 
Who do you, as a consumer and a 
student of economics, think is likely to win this battle, and why?

3.   In the box below are some key words and phrases from in the reading. Work in pairs and see 
if you know what they mean; if necessary, consult a dictionary. 

tactic product awareness price slashing outsourcing

optimum umbrella brand introductory price oligopoly

Lesson 1: Supply and Demand3
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are,�why�companies�launch�or�participate�in�them,�
and�the�advantages�and�disadvantages�of�such�
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Reading 

Today’s consumers, who have quicker access to the market information that enables 
price comparisons, have become more price sensitive. Price wars are thus becoming more 
common, and most managers will be involved in a price war at some point in their careers. 

5
Price wars occur for several reasons. Companies may begin a competitive attack with price 
reductions to buy market share at the expense of current margins. A new brand in the 
market may offer discounts or an introductory price in order to create product awareness 
and drive the initial sales volume. Taiwan High Speed Rail (THSR), for example, offered 
fifty percent discounts in 2006 when the service was first available, and successfully attracted 
many passengers into trying the new service.

10 Not all price discounts are for offensive purposes, and at times they may serve as a defensive 
strategy. Faced with excess capacity, firms may reduce prices to sell enough volume in order 
to maintain an optimum production level. The tactic may be less costly than operating the 
plant below its optimum capacity. To cover overhead and reduce production down time, 
manufacturers may launch a second brand or provide outsourcing services to other brands.

15

20

Although creating more demand is often the goal, the result of one price slashing after 
another may lead to a steep decline in industry profits. Airlines in the United States have 
become a classic case of an entire industry suffering greatly in reduced profitability as a 
result of many rounds of price cuts. Consequently, many established airlines have sought 
shelter from bankruptcy by going into Chapter 11. Indeed, toward the end of the 1990s, 
low cost regional airlines drove out many of the so-called big-name national airlines, and 
today the domestic industry in the United States is a low cost, low fare and low profit 
environment. 

25

30

There are several long-run implications  of 
competing on price. First, a pattern of price cutting 
may teach customers to anticipate lower prices; 
more patient customers will then defer their 
purchases until the next expected price cut. Second, 
a price-cutting company develops a reputation 
for being low priced, and this reputation may cast 
doubt on the quality and image of other products 
under the umbrella brand and on the quality of 
future products. 

Lesson 1: Supply and Demand
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Price wars, however, may be productive at times, as pointed out by Wharton marketing 
professor Z. John Zhang, whose study shows that companies in China have executed price 
wars to successfully drive out competition in order to achieve market leadership. While 
markets in the West tend to be more mature, with fewer brands competing in what is 
often an effective oligopoly, the Chinese market is a growing one, with numerous smaller 
manufacturers. 

40
The nature of the Chinese market allows local companies the flexibility to make aggressive 
price cuts that catch their competition by surprise. Successful price wars in China have 
helped drive out foreign competition, whose decision making process tends to be longer, and 
have helped create demand for once luxury household items—such as color television sets 
and microwave ovens—by making them more affordable.

45
Price wars may appear to be an easy, quick, and reversible action; however, successful 
execution requires more than an ambitious mindset: careful planning and advanced 
preparation are critical in realizing the benefits. Manufacturers must make sure the demand 
is there to drive the volume, and they must have enough capacity to maintain the warehouse 
stores with enough inventory to complete the sales.

After You Read
1.   The following five sentences are taken from the reading. Use contextual clues to guess the 

meaning of each highlighted word or phrase. 

a.  Price wars are thus becoming more common, and most managers will be involved in a 
price war at some point in their careers. 

b.  A new brand in the market may offer discounts or an introductory price, in order to 
create product awareness and drive the initial sales volume. 

c.  To cover overhead and reduce production down time, manufacturers may launch a 
second brand or provide outsourcing services to other brands.  

d.  Consequently, many established airlines have sought shelter from bankruptcy by going 
into Chapter 11. 

e.  Successful price wars in China have helped drive out foreign competition, whose 
decision making process tends to be longer, and have helped create demand for once 
luxury household items—such as color television sets and microwave ovens—by making 
them more affordable. 
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2.  Scan through the reading and answer the following questions. 

a.  Why do companies engage in price wars?  
b.  How can price wars be detrimental to companies with regard to both short-term and 

long-term profitability?   
c.  What may be some of the positive effects of launching a price war?
d.  Explain why the author claims, in Paragraph 7, that the nature of the Chinese market 

provides flexibility for local companies?
e.  In the concluding paragraph, what suggestions does the author give to manufacturers 

with regard to a successful price war?

Economics Vocabulary 
This vocabulary is commonly used in the field of economics and business.

market share n
the percentage of the total amount of sales of a particular product that 
a company has

product awareness n the condition that people know a certain product exists

capacity n the amount of goods a company can produce

optimum a best or most suitable choice within a range of possibilities

tactic n a particular method for achieving something

costly a expensive

launch v to start a major activity 

outsourcing n an arrangement in which work is done by people outside the company

slash v to cut something in a dramatic way

steep a used to describe sudden and very big rises or falls

decline n a decrease

Chapter 11 n a chapter of the United States Bankruptcy Code

implication n something implied or suggested as naturally to obe understood

umbrella brand n a brand that covers diverse products which are more or less related

productive a having favorable or useful results

drive out v to force someone or something to leave a place

oligopoly n a market or industry which is dominated by a small number of sellers
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flexibility n

the ability to easily make changes or deal with a situation that is 
changing

reversible a able to return to a previous state

execution n the act of putting something into practice

General Vocabulary 
This vocabulary is used for general purposes. 

offensive a used to attack someone or something

defensive a used to protect something during an attack

regional airline n
airlines that only provide passenger air service in a particular area of 
a country

big-name a famous, well known

defer v to postpone an event until a later time

reputation n
a general opinion that someone or people have about someone/thing 
based on past experience

cast doubt on v to make others feel uncertain about something

household a used in homes, or related to homes

mindset n a way of thinking about things

critical a extremely important

Vocabulary Practice
1.   Sentence Completion 

Here are five words that are used with cost.  First discuss the meaning of each term with 
your partner(s). Then fill in the blanks. Make changes if necessary.

cost

overhead
labor

direct
packaging

structure
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1.  McDonald’s was able to reduce its     when it started using 

recycled paper for its boxes and bags.
2.  The collapse in the property market has slashed the     of many 

firms that rent their offices. 
3.  It is dangerous for a company to try and lift profits by cutting     

such as using lower quality materials, because it may threaten their brand reputation. 
4.  Many of the large US automobile manufactures are in serious financial trouble, and must 

rethink their overall    . 
5.  Many firms are moving their factories from America to China in order to take advantage 

of the latter’s lower    .
2.   Cloze

Fill in the blanks with the words from the box. Make changes if necessary. 

irreversible trigger execute defer

slash optimum rival offensive

Today’s consumers often search and compare prices before making a purchase move. 
Thus, (1)   a price war is unavoidable for most managers at some point in 
their careers. There are two major reasons for adopting such a strategy. First, price wars 
can be undertaken as an (2)   attack to compete with (3)   to win 
the market share. Second, they can help companies get rid of excess inventory. However, 
companies must be aware of the  often (4)   effects of price wars. For instance, 
knowing that companies may be likely to (5)   prices, consumers may decide to 
(6)   their purchases until the desired items are on sale. Therefore, companies 
will not achieve an (7)   result unless price wars are correctly (8)   
based on a well-considered plan.
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Language Focus 
Collocation

The table below shows important Adjective + Noun collocation patterns from the reading. Pay 
careful attention to these patterns.

Adjectives +Noun
Adjective Noun Example

competitive attack
Companies may begin a competitive attack with price 
reductions to buy market share at the expense of current 
margins.   

offensive purpose Not all price discounts are for offensive purposes, and at 
times they may serve as a defensive strategy.  defensive strategy

optimum
production level/

capacity

Faced with excess capacity, firms may reduce prices to 
sell enough volume in order to maintain an optimum 
production level. The tactic may be less costly than 
operating the plant below its optimum capacity.   

steep decline
Although creating more demand is often the goal, the result 
of one price slashing after another may lead to a steep 
decline in industry profits. 

aggressive price cut
The nature of the Chinese market allows local companies 
the flexibility to make aggressive price cuts that catch 
their competition by surprise. 

reversible action Price wars may appear to be an easy, quick, and reversible 
action; however, successful execution requires more 
than an ambitious mindset: careful planning and advanced 
preparation are critical in realizing the benefits.  successful execution

Collocation Practice

Work in pairs and brainstorm some adjectives besides the ones shown in the table that can be 
used to collocate with strategy. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
strategy
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Corpus Tutorial: COCA 

Follow the step-by-step instructions below to find the adjectives that frequently collocate with 
the noun strategy. 

Step-by-Step Instructions
1. Log on to the COCA website at http://www.americancorpus.org/

2.  Type strategy in the WORD(S) box in the SEARCH STRING. Click on COLLOCATES, 
and select the number 4 from the first drop-down list and 0 from the second list.

1  strategy
2 3 

Note: The first number 4 and second 0 mean that we only want to include four words before 
strategy and zero words after.

3.  Now, click on POS LIST (Part Of Speech List), and select adj.ALL from the drop-
down list. You will see [j*] automatically pop up in the COLLOCATES  box. Then click 
SEARCH.

1 

2 

3 
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Note: POS LIST means that we only want to look at a specific part of speech. COLLOCATES  
refers to the specific linguistic situation of our collocation search. In this case, we want to find “all 
adjectives” that precede and collocate with strategy.

4.  You will find the top 100 adjectives that frequently collocate with the noun strategy on 
the results page. 

5.  Select three adjectives from the search result page that are of interest to you, and then 
fill in the blanks below.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
strategy

Corpus Practice: COCA 

Use COCA and repeat steps 2-4 to find the adjectives that frequently collocate with the nouns 
action and purpose. Select three adjectives from the search results page and then fill in the 
blanks. An example has been done for you.

affirmative
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

action

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
purpose

Is action used as it is? 
Is it used as “the action” 
or “actions”? Don’t forget 
to double check with the 
concordance lines.

Is purpose used as it is? 
Is it used as “the purpose” 
or “purposes”? Don’t forget 
to double check with the 
concordance lines.
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Task-Based Activities
Task Ⅰ  Understanding Matrix Charts

The marketing mix, often referred to as the four Ps, is one of the important parameters for 
making marketing decisions. The marketing matrix puts customers in the center of the target 
market and thus aims to increase a product’s perceived value, reach more consumers and 
generate more sales. As a student of economics, it is of critical importance that you understand 
the marketing matrix chart. 
Look at the marketing matrix chart below and answer the questions. 

Questions
1.  What are the four main categories used in the marketing matrix? 

  
 

2.  How does the marketing matrix aid a company’s decision making processes? 
  
 

3.  What are the questions you may ask to define the marketing matrix? List one question for 
each P. An example has been done for you. 
•  Product: What are the new product’s main features (e.g. made in Taiwan rather than in 

the PRC) and are consumers willing to pay more for these?
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• Price:   
• Place:   
• Promotion:  

4.  Is the marketing matrix as good as possible? If not, what would you add to make it better? 
  
 

Task Ⅱ  Describing Matrix Charts on Your Own 

As discussed in the reading, the Taiwan High Speed Rail (THSR) offered half-priced 
discounts when the service first started in 2006 to raise product awareness and appeal to 
more customers. Write a paragraph describing the THSR’s marketing strategy based on the 

marketing matrix in Task I.

Your Description

Task Ⅲ  Group Work: Establishing Niche Marketing

When Amazon.com, the world’s largest online retailer, launched the first Amazon Kindle 
(a portable e-book reader) in November 2007, it was an instant hit. According to Engadget.
com, the machine sold out in the first five and a half hours. The latest version of the device, 
Kindle 2, with a lighter weight and more functions, was introduced in February 2009, and the 
international version went on sale in October of the same year. 
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Form Amazon International Marketing teams in groups of four. You will be promoting the 
Amazon Kindle 2 International in Taiwan. With your group members, you should:

1. Research the Kindle 2 International device.
2.  Use the marketing matrix (in Task I) to develop a two-minute presentation on how you 

establish a niche market for the Amazon Kindle 2 International in Taiwan.  

Product Price

•  What are the size(s), color(s) and functions of 
the product?

•  How and where will the customers use it?
•  Why should the customers prefer the Kindle 

2 over traditional books or other e-book 
readers?

•  How much would you charge for the product?
•  Is your target market price-sensitive to the 

Kindle 2?
•  How will your price compare with that of 

your competitors?

Place Promotion

•  Where can customers purchase the product?
•  What kind of retail stores will carry the 

Kindle 2?
•  Who may be your potential competitors in 

retail stores?

•  What discounts or incentives would you 
offer?

•  When is the best time of year to promote the 
Kindle 2?

•  How would you get across your promotional 
message to the target market?




